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Course Outline: 

- Scopes and Namespace
- Classes and Objects
- Class and Object Variables
- Inheritance

Requirements: 

- Variables
- Conditional statements
- Loops
- Lists
- Functions
- Modules
- Dictionary



Procedure Oriented Programming:  
Our programs were designed around functions which is able to 
manipulate data. 

Object Oriented Programming (OOP): 
Another way of organising the program. OOP is able to combine data and 
functionality and wrap it inside something, called class.

OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING



Plato's Theory of Forms and OOP

Example: a cat

• Theoretically there is an abstract form called “catness”, which has 
fundamental attributes: e.g., colour, gender and breeds.

• An actual cat is a realisation of the theoretical form with certain 
attributes: brown, male and ragdoll.

A form is an abstract concept that represents some 
object that exists.
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The form "catness" is a combination of attributes, however, a 
cat is the actual realisation of the ideal form.

A class is a combination of different data types and functions.  
An object is an instance of a class.



Everything in Python is an object.



• Now, create a new string object, named “test”:

Example: Strings

test = “This is a string object.”

• Another object can be created based on the same class:

• Consider the string class as an abstract form. We know what is 
a string in general, however, the actual realisation could be 
anything such as character, number, a word and so on. 

test2 = “Another string object.”



SCOPES AND NAMESPACES



NAME AND NAMESPACE
Name is simply a ‘name’ given to objects. Each time we create a variable 
that refers to an object, a new object is created. Namespace is a 
collection of names: mapping of every name to corresponding objects.

Type of Namespaces:

• Built-in: inbuilt functions, etc…

• Global: user-defined variables…

• Local: user-defined local variables …



Scope is the portion of the program from where a namespace can 
be accessed directly.

Type of Namespaces:

• Scope of the current function, which has local names.

• Scope of the module, which has global names.

• Outermost scope, which has built-in names.

PYTHON VARIABLE SCOPE



def outer_function():
    a = 20                    # NON-LOCAL scope (SECOND)  

    def inner_function():
        a = 30                # LOCAL scope (FIRST)
        print(a)              # OUTPUT: 30

    inner_function()
    print(a)                  # OUTPUT: 20
     
a = 10                        # GLOBAL scope (LAST)
outer_function()
print(a)                      # OUTPUT: 10

Global variable: A variable declared in global scope.

Local variable: A variable declared in the local scope.

Nonlocal variable: In nested function whose local scope is undefined. It 
can be neither in the local nor the global scope.



def outer_function():
   def inner_function():
        global a
        nonlocal b

        a = 1
        b = 2

    inner_function()
    print(b)                        # OUTPUT: 2

outer_function()
print(a)                            # OUTPUT: 1

Global and nonlocal keywords: 

The keyword global is used to indicate that a variable inside the function is 
global. The keyword nonlocal declares that a variable inside a nested function 
is not local to it.



What is the output of the following code?

def scope_test():
    def do_local():
       spam = "local spam"      # Local namespace

    def do_nonlocal():
        nonlocal spam            # To One level higher namespace
        spam = "nonlocal spam"

    def do_global():
        global spam              # To the GLOBAL namespace
        spam = "global spam"

    spam = "test spam"
    do_local()
    print("After local assignment:", spam)
    do_nonlocal()
    print("After nonlocal assignment:", spam)
    do_global()
    print("After global assignment:", spam)

scope_test()
print("In global scope:", spam)



CLASSES AND OBJECTS



• A class is a blueprint, a sketch for the object.

• The simplest way to define a class is:

class Person:
    #statement1
    # …
    #statementN

FUNCTIONS

DATA

• When a class definition is entered, a new namespace is created. 

• When a class definition is left normally, a class object is created. The 
original local scope is reinstated, and the class object is bound here 
to the class name. 



• Create an object:

a = Person()

• Object “a” is an instance of the Class “Person”.
• It is possible to create more than one object.

b = Person()
c = Person()

CLASS Person
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Name
Profession
Skills

Eric
Engineer

Planning & Design

Mike
Programmer

Python/C

David
Teacher
Physics

a b c



Create a class named Person. The class will not 
contain anything this time (use the command 
‘pass’). Create objects “a” and “b” based on 
the Person class. Use the print function to 
print out the details of objects “a” and “b”.



class Person:         # create a new class
    pass              # An empty block

a = Person()          # create an object
b = Person()          # create an object

print(a)              # confirmation of address
print(b)              # confirmation of address

<__main__.Person instance at 0x10171f518>
<__main__.Person instance at 0x10271d452>



Class Variable:

• Class variables are consistent across instances, i.e initial variables or 
constants.

• The object ‘a’ is able to access all the class variables and print them out 
when we run the program.

class Person:         # Create a new class
    name = 'Mike'     # Class variable

 age = 22          # Class variable

a = Person()          # Create an object

print(a.name)         # Print class variable
print(a.age)          # from namespace ‘a’



Create a class named Person. Define age=22 
and name='Mike' as class variables. Create 
objects ‘a’ and ‘b’ and print off the class 
variables from both objects.



class Person:         # create a new class
name = ‘Mike'      # Class variable
age = 22           # Class variable

a = Person()          # create an object
b = Person()          # create an object

print(a.name)         # Print class variable
print(a.age)          # Print class variable
print(b.name)         # Print class variable
print(b.age)          # Print class variable



• Instance variables are owned by instances of the class. 
• The “self” parameter is a reference to the current instance of the 

class, and it is used to access variables that belong to the class.
• The “__init__” method is run when an object is created. It takes 

“self ” as a first parameter.

class Person:                     
def __init__(self, name, age):

self.name = name          # Instance variable
self.age = age            # Instance variable

a = Person('Mike', 22)        # Create an object

print(a.name)                 # Print instance variable
print(a.age)                  # Print instance variable

Instance Variable:



1. Create a class named “MyClass”.  
 

2. Define a class variable as “class_var=1”.  

3. Define an instance variable, named 
“instance_var”. Use the “__init__“ function 
and the “self” parameter.  

4. Create objects “a” and “b” based on “MyClass”.  

5. Study the output of:  

print(a.class_var, a.instance_var)
print(b.class_var, b.instance_var)



class MyClass:
    class_var = 1

    def __init__(self, instance_var):
        self.instance_var = instance_var
 
a = MyClass(2)
b = MyClass(3)

print(a.class_var, a.instance_var)
print(b.class_var, b.instance_var)



• Methods are functions inside of a class and are always 
associated to an object.

class Number:
    def increase(self, x):   # Create the method
        return x + 1

    def decrease(self, x):   # Create the method
        return x - 1

p = Person()
result = p.increase(5)    # Call the method
result2 = p.decrease(4)   # Call another method

Methods:



class Point:
def __init__(self, x, y):
self.x = x
self.y = y

 
def distance(self):
d = (self.x**2 + self.y**2) ** (1 / 2)
return d

p1 = Point(6,8)
dist = p1.distance()
print(dist)



Write a Python class named Circle constructed 
by a radius and two methods which will compute 
the area and the perimeter of a circle.



class Circle:
    def __init__(self, r):
        self.radius = r

    def area(self):
        return self.radius**2*3.14
    
    def perimeter(self):
        return 2*self.radius*3.14

NewCircle = Circle(8)

print(NewCircle.area())
print(NewCircle.perimeter())



PYTHON BUILT IN METHODS

s = ‘test string’     # This is an object.
print(s.capitalize()) # Using one method.
print(s.upper())      # Using another method.

A string object has many useful methods.

We have been already using list methods.
L = [1,2,3,4]         # This is an object.
L.append(5)           # Using one method.
print(L.index(2))     # Using another method.



class Circle:
    def __init__(self, r):
        self.radius = r

    def area(self):
        return self.radius**2*3.14
    
    def perimeter(self):
        return 2*self.radius*3.14

a = Circle(5)
print(dir(a))

Use the function dir() to print the methods and variables!

['__class__', '__delattr__', '__dict__', '__dir__', '__doc__', 
'__eq__', '__format__', '__ge__', '__getattribute__', 
'__gt__', '__hash__', '__init__', '__init_subclass__', 
'__le__', '__lt__', '__module__', '__ne__', '__new__', 
'__reduce__', '__reduce_ex__', '__repr__', '__setattr__', 
'__sizeof__', '__str__', '__subclasshook__', '__weakref__', 
'area', 'perimeter', 'radius']



['__class__', '__delattr__', '__dict__', '__dir__', '__doc__', 
'__eq__', '__format__', '__ge__', '__getattribute__', 
'__gt__', '__hash__', '__init__', '__init_subclass__', 
'__le__', '__lt__', '__module__', '__ne__', '__new__', 
'__reduce__', '__reduce_ex__', '__repr__', '__setattr__', 
'__sizeof__', '__str__', '__subclasshook__', '__weakref__', 
'area', 'perimeter', 'radius']

PYTHON METACLASSES

"Metaclasses are deeper magic than 99% of users should ever worry 
about. If you wonder whether you need them, you don’t.” - realpython

https://realpython.com/python-metaclasses/


INHERITANCE



• Inheritance is a way of creating a new class using the details of 
an existing class without modifying it.

• The newly formed class is a child class. The existing class is a 
parent class.

class BaseClass:
  Body of base class

class ChildClass(BaseClass):
  Body of derived class



class Parent:
def __init__(self, x):
self.x = x

class Child(Parent):
def show(self):
print(self.x)

Overwriting Methods (e.g __init__): 

• The child class will inherit all methods from the parent.

• If there is no __init__ method in the new class, the old 
__init__ will be inherited from the parent.



class Parent:
def __init__(self, x):
self.x = x

class Child(Parent):
def __init__(self, y):
self.y = y

def show(self):
print(self.x) # Error, ‘x’ is undefined.

• If there is an __init__ method in the new class, the old 
__init__ method will be overwritten.



class Num:
  def __init__(self, x):
    self.x = x                 # Original statement

  def increment_x(self): self.x = self.x + 1

class Num2(Num):
  def __init__(self, x, y):
    Num.__init__(self, x)      # Explicitly calling

  self.y = y                 # Additional statement

  def increment_y(self): self.y = self.y + 1

  def show(self): print(self.x, self.y)

mynumber = Num2(1, 2)
mynumber.increment_x()
mynumber.increment_y()
mynumber.show()

• Using both new and old __init__ methods in the new class.



Write the definition of a Point class. Objects from this 
class should have
 
- the method __init__ to read the coordinates x and y,  

- a method “show” to display the coordinates of the 
point,

- a method “distance” that calculates the distance 
between the given coordinate and the origin.
 
Define a new class “Point2”. This class should acquire 
the properties of “Point” class (inheritance). Add a new 
method to “Point2”:  

- a method, named ‘move’ to change these coordinates 
(move method takes two input as ‘dx’ and ‘dy’).



class Point:
   def __init__(self, x, y):
        self.x = x
        self.y = y

   def show(self):
        return self.x, self.y

   def distance(self):
        return (self.x**2+self.y**2)**0.5

class Point2(Point):
   def move(self, dx, dy):
        self.x = self.x + dx
        self.y = self.y + dy

a = Point2(4,5)
print(a.show())
a.move(3,4)
print(a.show())
print(a.distance())


